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Summary
Steady-state, axisymmetric motions of a Boussinesq fluid 	 $
contained in rotating spherical annulus are considered. The
motions are driven by latitudinally-varying temperature gradients
at the shells. Linearized formulations for a narrow gap are 	
i
derived and the flow field is divided into the Ekman layers and
the geostrophic interior. The Ekman layer flows are consistent
with the }mown results for cylindrical geometries. Within the
	 1
framework of rather restrictive assumptions, the interior flows
are solved by a series of associated Legendre polynomi4 l—s. These	 F
solutions show qualitative features valid at mid-latitudes.
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I.	 Introduction
The dynamics of rotating and stratified fluids in a container
is generally influenced by the presence of Coriolis forces acting
on the fluid motion in planes perpendicular to the rotation axis.
Laboratory models have been developed to study the flows to
simulate the geophysical fluid systems. Historically, cylindrical
geometries have been widely used because of its maximal simplicity
and much qualitative information has been made available from
such model studies.
One of the most important ingredients in the modeling efforts
of realistic geophysical fluid systems is the spherically radial
gra',W,1 v . Ooe ntly, thes es is work on developing a spherical
laboratory experiment for Spacelab flights, the Atmospheric
General Circulation Experiment (AGCE) [see Ref. 1]
	
Significant
features of AGCE are that 9 radial body force, simulating the
spherical gravity, is imposed via an electric field across
rotating spherical shells. The fluid contained in the spherical
gap is stably stratified in the radial direction, and the motion
is driven by the latitudinal temperature gradients on the
boundaries,
In an effort to obtain qualitative characteristics for such,
I"
experimental configurations, we study the steady, axisymmetric
motions of a thin layer of fluid between ,
 two rotating spherical
F'
shells. As was pointed out in Ref. 2, the axisymmetric flows
	
,e
would provide the needed basic-states for stability analysis.	
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We shall follow the analytical techniques of Ref. 3, and attempt
to give an analytical solution within the framework of the
specified assumptions. The main thrust is in the examination of
the geostrophic interior flows at mid-latitudes.
2. The formulation
Consider a Boussinesq fluid occupying a spherical annulus
of thickness D . The radii of the spherical shells, whic'n are
rotating at angular velocity Q about the polar axis, are
and R + D	 , where g _= D/R << I
	 is assumed. The coordinate
0	 measures latitude,	 r is the radial distance from the
sphere's center. The eastward, northward, and radially outward
velocity components are U, v, w,	 respectively.
We introduce the nondimensioialization anticipating that in
the main body of fluid the flows are in geostrophic and hydrostatic
balance: i
r
r=R+6RZ',
(U , V) = U,[U'(e,Z'), V'(e,z')), w = au w'(e.Z'),
T = To + ATVZ' + (2520/gaD) T' (B ) Z') ,
P = po [1 - a (T - To)),
2P = Po - po gDZ' + aQT^po gD
	
Z12 + 212 RU. p oP' (B,Z') ,
^r
P
q.
fF
for which the usual notation iv employed (Ref. 2).
The equations of motion for linearized, steady-state,
g6:St:a..	 .... n...v ..vua..JF.:r.3wa......L.wa
51.
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axisymmetric motion on a rotating spherical coordinate are (the
primes have been removed from the nondimensional quantities):
—V sine + d W cose
EH
	 _j_
= 2
	 cose
a	 aV
8e 
cose 
8e	 —
u
cos2 A^
Ev	 3 2U 	 aU
+ 2 ^'°5F + 28 a2 ]. (1)
_U sine U	
EH
86 + 2
1 	 a	 av	 V
cose 2e cose a6 — C^ ` 1 E 	
3 2V	 aV+ 2
	
j = + 26	 ]. (2)8z
— 6 U cose _ _ aP
2Z +
zF	
a	 a	
cosh 
awT +	 2
ae
— W --12cose ae cos 6'
WS =
EH	
J.	 a	
cose2a 	 cose Do
aT + Ev
ae	 2aV [^ + 2d aT1.aZ	 az (4)
az + 2 d W + cose ae (cos IV) = 0. (5)
The relevant nondimeneional parameters are
EH	
vH /OR 2, Ev	 VV/ KH
	
d = D/R ,
S. = cx g ATV D/52 2 R2 , a  = V H/KH , av = vv/KV .
where vV , Kv' "H' K 	 are the nixing coefficients for
momentum and heat in the vertical and horizontal directions,
respectively. These are introduced to develop a model of greater
geophysical relevance.
The boundary conditions are
	
(u, V„ w) _ ( UT , 0, 0)	 on z = 1.	 (6)
	
(u, V, w) _ (UL' 0, 0)	 on z = 0.	 (7)
a
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T ffiTT 	 on	 z - l.	 (8)
T	 TL	 on	 z,a0.	 (9)
(6) and (q) are to be used when there is a mechanical forcing
of the flow due to a differential rotat . on of the shells. For
a purely thermally-driven flow, UL = UT = 0.	 E
Now, the strategy is to, divide the flow field for mid -3atitudes
into the viscously-controlled Ekman layers on the shells and the
geostrophic interior. Ref. 2 scales the variables as
U UI (e,Z) + UT ( e , 4 1 ) + UL (e oY	 (10)
V = EVVI (e;Z)
 
+ V (e,^l) + vl (s,^ 2 )	 (11)
W = Eil WI (B,Z) + E^ WT ( e ' 4l) + E^ WL ( 8 ' 42 )•	 (12)
P PI (6 , Z) + 8 E PT ( e >> 1) + SE  PL (e,Y•	 (13)	 I4 "^R
T = T1 (8,Z) + Ev a'VS TT (0,4 1) + Ev crVS TL ( .e, Y.	 (14)
where the subscript I denotes the Interior flow and the tilde
represents the Ekman layer corrections. 4 1 
and 
2	
are the
Eve -stretched Z coordinates in the Ekman layers.
The solutions for the Ekman layer velocities are well-known
(e.g., Ref. . 4). The boundary condition for the interior flow is
W (e,o) _ _ sgn e a cosOlui e o --ULII	 2cose ae	
I sin e1^'2
and a similar one for WI (e, 1).
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The correction to the temperature in the Ekman layer is
00V S  EV )	 thus, to	 00Z	 the temperature boundary
k. f
ti l l conditions for the interior flows are
Tl (e,1)
 - TT ,	 T1 (e,0)	 TL.
g
i
3.	 The geostrophic interior
E At mid-latitudes	 e	 o (1)	 the interior flow equations
are
ap
zy
U 
	 sinA = " ae Z .
-y7
IILI
a 2U
-VT sine = - 6 E-31 WZ cose + }j a 
E	 au	 U
t
^Ev (nose ae cose	 - e)].a e Z 	c41
ap
Tz - az1	 6 Uz cose
awI 	
E a
y
aZ	 + cose DO (cos6 VI ) + 2 6 W1 = 0.
3 2TE	o 
+	
+2WI a 
S/Ev =	 8 cosa-^	 26EH o^ cose	 ae
IT
.azIV	 H
7
S
(1b)
(17)
c
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
i
Etyl We note that for the actual A CE,	 d E^	 << 1	 may not be
valid. From
	 (go) , to	 o (EVE)	 and	 to 0 (6)
1
W1(e) - _ s ne
	 a
4	 Decose
_cose	 a	
Z=1
TI(A'z)
dz.
ae	 JIsine12 Z=o
^ 4 1
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Following the techniques of Ref. 3, an Integral equation
involving aT	 Do	 is formed. The solutions of that
equation may be found in a series of associated Legendre functions
of order I
DTI
	 (U -U ) sineT	 T L
00
+ 	 z	 cos
	
(anh n + b 
n	
hZ
n
z p 
n 
(sine)
0*
	
(a	 cosh tn , _ 1 1 + b	 sinh Zn]} p(i) (sinO),	 (23)
	
n 1 z	 z	 n	 n
n=1	 n	 n	 n
8
where
3	 1
N(0)	 V S /2y Z I sine I T E V
Z 2
n 
n(n+l)y2,
y2 E
H 
a V /E v off
The coefficients an
	
and b
n	
are found through
2n+1	 i— ) [a (I cosh Zn 1A 
n 
= b 
n	 (i^-(—n+l)	 n	 k
n	
- t)
n
Co
+ b 
Binh Zn	
q
n	 P,	 nm,
n	 M=1
(24)
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B 
	 [an Binh Pn + b  cosh Rn]
2n+1
	 1	 cosh An 1
	 sinh An
— (— 2—) (n(	 ) [nn( ++ bn	 'J ,
	
qnm,rL 	
m-1
where
j rr/2
7r/2 1+^(e)qnm- {-	 Pn1) (sine) PW (sine) cose dQL
The boundary conditions provide	 An	 and B.
C, /2
/2 DTAn a Zn21 
n(n+1)	 (a6L) Pnl) (sine) cose de,	 (27)
C,/2
/2 2T
B  - 2N 21 n(n+1) 	 (aer) Pnl) (sine) cose de	 C28)
From the thermal wind relation
-sine auT/aZ # aTI/ae.
and noting that
U1 (e,1) + Ui (e, 0) = UL + Ur.
we have
(2g)
(26)
i	 a
i
i^
(30)
(31)
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a 6
an
	b	 P (1) (sane)
(	 cosh ZnZ + 2
n 
sinh Xnz]	
sinen	 n
+
	
fa cosh Zn - ^) + b ( sinh Zn) , A16^ Pn1) (
sine) Z.
1	
n	 £n	
z 	
n	 An	 1+X (0)	 sine
s
j^
(29)	
f^
Then, from (20) o to 0(6)	 , we have
W1 (0,Z)
 
- W (0) (e) [(1 + 6) - 2 6 Z].
where W (0) (e) is given in (22) .
From (18), we obtain v
0
Vz 6 Ch W cosh/sin6
P (1) (sin6)
+ 2
	
(antncosh Z Z + bnZ Binh k
n'z^ since
1
1 1 EH 1 a cos0 I	
UZ
' 2 sin6 Ev ( cose ae	 a6	 cosze)
Now, it is apparent that (29) and (31) are valid only in
the mid-latitudes e 0 (1) so that sine ti 0 (1) .
4. Remarks
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The above analysis for the interior flows at mid-latitudes. @y
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rely heavily on rather severe scaling assumptions, Since the
boundary conditions for the interior flows were based on the
presence of the Ekman suction, the analysis is applicable to
rapidly-rotating fluids. The narrow-gap assumption, which is
essential for deriving the simplified equations of m6 ldon, is
appropriate for realistic atmospheric flows but less accurate
for laboratory experiments, The interior solutions presented
lose validity as the equator is approached, The horizon'*,al
component of the rotation vector vanishes at the equator, and,
therefore, the Ekman layer fades away, The interior flows
themselves should satisfy the boun6kt,ry conditions on the shells,
and the viscously-controlled horizontal velocities near the equator
have to be accounted for. To remove the singularity at the
equator, an equatorial boundary layer is called for. Analytical
treatments of this equatorial boundary layer appear to be very
difficult and the attempts so far have been inconclusive. The
results of the interior flows for a-o (1)
	 show features
qualitatively consistent with other studies. A full-length paper
is being prepared to report on the findings.
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Summary
Steady-state, axisymmetric motions of a Boussinesq fluid
contained in rotating spherical annulus are considered. The
motions are driven by latitudinally-varying temperature gradients
at the shells. Linearized formulations for a narrow gap are
derived and the flow field is divided. into the Ekman layers and
the geostrophic interior. The Ekman layer flows are consistent
with the known results for cylindrical geometries. Within the
framework of rather restrictive assumptions, the interior flows
are solved by a series of associated Legendre polynomials, These
solutions show qualitative fe.atur em-P valid at mij- d-la tl UuUes .
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I.	 Introduction
The dynamics of rotating and stratified fluids in a container
is generally influenced by the presence of Coriolis forces acting
on the fluid motion in planes perpendicular to the rotation axis.
Laboratory models have been developed to study the flows to
simulate the geophysical fluid systems. Historically, cylindrical
geometries have been widely used because of its maximal simplicity
and much qualitative information has been made available from
such model studies.
One of the most important ingredients in the modeling efforts
of realistic geophysical fluid systemm is the spherically radial
gravi r--- t'	
the
re s V rku	 develop i ng 'a3 s heri e^ty. 	 nrs^:nn ciy , utt^y c 3.v .-.0.. ^L on  1	 ^.^	 p--	 -1
laboratory experiment for Spacelab flights, the Atmospheric
General Circulation Experiment (AGCE) [see Ref. 1] 	 Significant
features of AGCE are that a radial body force, simulating the
spherical gravity, is imposed via an electric field across
rotating spherical shells. The fluid contained in the spherical
gap is stably stratified in the radial direction, and the motion
is driven by the latitudinal ,temperature gradients on the
boundaries.
In an effort to obtain qualitative characteristics for such
experimental configurations, we study the steady, axisymmetric
motions of a thin layer of fluid between two rotating spherical
shells. As was pointed out in Ref. 2, the axisymmetric flows
would provide the needed basic-states for stability analysis.
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We shall follow the analytical techniques of Re f. 3, and attempt
to give an analytical solution within the framework of the
specified assumptions. The main thrust is in the examination of
the geostrophic interior flows at mid-latitudes.
2. The formulation
Consider a Boussinesq fluid occupying a spherical annulus
of thickness D . The radii of the spherical shells, which are
rotating at angular velocity a about the polar axis, are
and R + D	 , where 6 = D/R << 1	 is assumed. The coordinate
6	 measures latitude,
	 r is the radial distance from the
sphere's center. The eastward, northward, and radially outward
velocity components are U, V, W,	 respectively.
We introduce the nondimensionalization anticipating that in
the main body of fluid the flows are in geostrophic and hydrostatic
balance:
r=R+SRZ'
(U , v) = u [U'(e,z'), v'(e,z')], w = 6U w'(e,z'),
T = To + ATVZ' + (2RR5/gaD) T'(6,Z'),
P = Po [ 1 - a (T - To)],
2
	
P = Po - PQ gDZ' + aATVpogD	 Z'2 + 2Q RU P OP' (6,Z'),
for which the usual notation is employed (Ref. 2).
The equations of motion for linearized, steady-state,
t
r
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axisymmetric motion on a rotating spherical coordinate are (the
,; x primes have been removed from the nondimensional giiantities) s6
^1
a, -V sine + 6 W coso
EH	 1
= z
	 Cos a
a	 av	 -	 u
	 E. 	 a 2 U 	 auDO cose DO 	 co-"U I +
	 2 P az + 26 aZ]. (1)
U sine	 — aP
DO
+
2 nose ae Cosa ae -
Ev	 a 2V	 aV
c0s 2 9 ] + a	 a`z
	
+ 26 aZ ]. (2)
t
-6	 = -U cose aP +
aZ
2E
x +	
H 1	 a
^2	 nose TO
aW	 W
COG	 -'	 ]coo- 0
4 E
+62 2
h
V [ ate + 26 az] . (3)
WS = 2cr	 coshH ae 
cose
E
ae + 2v
2
[^ +
Z
26	 aT ].
AZ
(4)
Wvv
aW + 2 6 W +	 2
aZ	 Cosa ae (cos a V) = 0. (51
The relevant nondimensional parameters are
EH	
VH
/QR2, EV = Vv/ KH	 6 = D/R
S = a g ATV D/02 R2 , crH
 = vH/KH
 , av = vV/KV .
where vV , KV, v  K.H	 are the mixing coefficients for
momentum and heat in the vertical and horizontal directions,
respectively. These are introduced to develop a model of greater
geophysical relevance,
The boundary conditions are
	
(u, v, w) = (UT , 0, 0)	 on z = 1.	 (6)
	
(u, v, w) = (UL , 0, 0)	 on z = 0.	 (7)
o;
^ ^ R
f ° L
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T	 TT 	 on	 Z = 1•	 (8)
T °' TL 	on	 Z=0•	 (9)
( 6) and (q) are to be used when there is a mechanical forcing
of the flow due to a differential rotation of the shells.	 For
a purely thermally-driven flow,	 UL = UT = 0.
Now, the strategy is to divide the flow field for mid-latitudes
d
into the viscously-controlled Ekman layers on the shells and the
I
geostrophic interior.	 Ref. 2 scales the variables as
U = UI (a > Z ) + UT ( e , Y + UL (e,s 2 )	 (10)
V = EVV1 ( e " Z) + VT ( e , 4 1 ) + VL(e"Y
	
(11)
W = Ev WI (0,Z) + E^ WT ( e ^^l ) + Ev WL (e^	 ^2)•	 (12)
P = P,(e,Z) + d E 
	 PT ( e ' ; l ) + 6E	 PL ( 8 ,; 2 )•	 (13)
T	 TI (e,Z) + EV a S TT (e, ^ 1)	 f- Ev Cr S TL (.e,
	
4 2 ) •	 (14)
where the subscript	 I	 denotes the interior flow and the tilde
represents the Ekman layer corrections. 	 ^^	 and	 are the
j2
EVE 	 -stretched	 z	 coordinates in the Ekman layers.
The solutions for the Ekman layer velocities are well-known
(e.g., Ref.•4).	 The boundary condition for the interior flow is
W (e,o) _ _ s ne	 a	 C0Se1UI(6,0)-UL1	 (15)
e
.'
k'
I	 2	 a6	
sin 6^
and a similar one for W I (e, 1) . • -
f
N	
g,
+	 ;,rt:,'r^.v.. lfi. 	
.-..wLtRr..WIwFLki+cniaad•rvun. 	
z-.,M
^./
DPI
U 
sine =
- ae	 .
—vI sin6 =
-^
— 6 Ev	 WI cose
a2UI
+ h D2U
EH	 1	 a
[EV ( cose ae
au Cos6 
ae	
—
UI^) ] .
COs e
aP
TI = azI - 6 UI cose
ow E;.4
^^ a
aZ + cose ae ( cose VI ) + 2 6 WI = 0.
2WI hcJVS/EV
92TI	 EH °v
= a- ZT + Ev csH
1 a
cose ae cos
DTI
	 DTI
a 
	 + 28 a2
(13)
1.
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
i
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The correction to the temperature in the Ekman layer is
0(c vs EV)	 t thus, to 0(9V)	 , the temperature boundary	
a
conditions for the interior flows are
TI (e,1) = TT , TI (8,0) = TE•	 (16)
3,	 The geostrophic interior
At mid-latitudes e :, 0(.1)	 the interior flow equations
are
0
We note that for the actual AGCE, 6 Evk « 1
valid. From (20) , to o(EVk	 and to 0 (6)
_s_ gn6	 a	 cos e	 a	 z=1WI (e) -
	 4 cose ae	 86 j	 TI (6, z) dZ.Isin612	 z=0
may not be
r
^P
(22)
t:
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Following the techniques of Ref. 	 an integral equation
	
involving DTI / Do	 is formed. The solutions of that
equation may be found in a series of associated Legendre functions
of order I i
DTI
	 X(e) (U —U ) sinea e	 1+x (p	 TL
00
+E[an sink Z z + bn cosh Z n Z] PnM(sinOn
n=1
00XM	 (a C cosh kn _ 1 1 + b	 sinh Zn,i , (1) (sine),1+x (e	 n	 %	 7—	 n	 - n
n=1	 n	 n	
n
where
3
A(e) = a S / 2y 2 l sinG IT E
V	 V
kz n(n+l)y2
n
Y2 EH
 
a 
V 
/ E V a H
	
The coefficients an
	
and b 
n	
are found through
I
= b	 2n+1	 1	 Can ( cosh kn 1An
	 n	 2 ) (-n—(n+l)	 n - kn	P, n
Co
sinh kn j f+ b
n	 P,	 , q nm,
	
n	 M=1
(23)
(24)
r.
"a
I_. —'^'... . t . gwwx-,.....—	 _..;,.,	 ^_,. , t «^..nr_	 .^^v...r	 r ,._.._. .. ^..._: .,. c- • ,,,-	 nom.,..	 ^...,^-„ _.. xtt-am:	 .. .^^„•a ^r^xa..w s.n r	 ......
t	 ,
ago N14 mat ris
B 	
[an Binh Zn + b  cosh R,n
2n+1	 1	 cash An 1
	 sinh !fin
- ( 2 ) '7n-( n+l)) (An( Zn -Vin) + bn Qn	 1 qnm'M=l
where
qnm^ f-7T/27r/2	 ) 
PM (sine) P (l) (.sine) cos8 dA
 1+?^
The boundary conditions provide 	 An	 and B.
Tr/ 2 DTAn	 2n
.2 n(n+,i) C ,/2 ( a6^ ) Pni) (sine) cose de,
Tr/'2	 2T
Bn 
	
2 21 n(n+l) f-,,/2  (aeT) PM (sine) cose de
From the thermal wind relation
-sine DUI/az -0. DTI/ae.
and noting that
UI (e,l)
 
+ UI (e,0) = UL + UT.
we have
(2F)
(27)
(28)
f,.
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X e
x   1+A (e) (UT r UL> Z
a	 b	 P(1) (sin0)
	
j ' cosh QZ +	 sink Z ZJ nn 	 sine
(1)	 )
	
cosh 2n 1
	
Binh Zn	 0	 Pn (,si0
!!^^ Ian ( 
z 
	 - Qn) + bn
 ( Q,n )) 1+x(0)	 sine Z.	 (29)1
Then, from (20). to 0 M we have
W1 (e,Z)	 - W(o) ( e ) [(1 + &) -	 2 d	 Z]•
	
(30)
where w (0) (e) is given in (22) .
From (18 ) , we obtain v
ti.
^tl
VZ = S Ev e W cose/sin0
1	 Pn(1) (sine)	 i
+—	 [a Z cosh Q Z+ b Q Binh k Z]2	 nn	 n	 nn	 n sin 0
1	 ^
E	 aU	 U
2 sine EH
	
(_co  a8 
cose 
aaI - 
cue)	 (31)
V
r
Now, it is apparent that (29) and (31) are valid only in 	 j
the mid-latitudes a 0(1) so that sine — 0 (1).
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rely heavily on rather severe scaling assumptions, Since the
boundary conditions for the interior flows were based on the
7resenee o.:4 the Ekman suction, the analysis is applicable to
rapidly-rotating fluids. The narrow-gap assumption, which is
essential for deriving the simplified equations of motion, is
appropriate for realistic atmospheric flows but less accurate
for laboratory experiments. The interior solutions presented
lose validity as the equator is approached. The horizontal
component of the rotation vector vanishes at the equator, and,
therefore, the Ekman layer fades away. The interior flows
themselves should satisfy the boundary conditions on the shells,
and the viscously-controlled horizontal velocities near the equator
have to be accounted for. To remove the singularity at the
equator, an equatorial boundary layer is called for. Analytical 	
^^u
treatments of this equatorial boundary layer appear to be very
difficult and the attempts so far have been inconclusive. The
results of the interior flows for e, o (1)	 show features
qualitatively consistent with other studies. A full-length paper
is being prepared to report on the findings.
Ik { "	 • A
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